
SWIMMING POOL RULES
2023 SEASON

DISCOVERY HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION, INC.

1. POOL ADMISSIONS and SAFETY

a. All pool patrons regardless of age must scan a valid pool pass or guest
pass at the lifeguard desk prior to entering the pool. All patrons must sign
the pool logbook before entering the pool area. If a patron is unable to
sign the logbook, an adult must enter that patron’s name in the logbook.

b. An adult member is an individual eighteen (18) years of age or older who
possesses a valid pool pass. If an adult pool member designates a bona
fide caregiver for minor children, that caregiver must be included as a
household member on the application for pool passes.

c. Only pool patrons 14 years of age and older are allowed to use pool
facilities without a parent or adult accompanying them.

d. A parent, legal guardian, or bona fide adult caregiver must always
accompany all pool patrons under the age of fourteen (14). All parents
and guardians are ultimately responsible for the supervision and
whereabouts of their minor children. Additionally, all parents and
guardians are ultimately responsible for any property damage, bodily
injury, or nuisance caused directly or indirectly by their child.

e. If a minor child under the age of fourteen (14) remains within the pool
premise without the presence of a parent, guardian, or bona fide
caregiver, then the Sheriff’s Office will be called to address the matter
accordingly.

f Non-swimmers must remain in the shallow end of the pool.  

1. At the pool manager’s discretion, children who can not pass the
swim test, but who are tall enough to touch the pool bottom in the
shallow end are not required to always have a parent in the pool
within arm’s reach. But the child must always remain in the shallow
end of the pool with the parent seated at the edge of the pool
WATCHING HIS/HER CHILD. The child must remain in water depth
no greater than shoulder level when flat-footed. The parent is
responsible for insuring that his/her child remains in a safe
water depth.

2. A parent or adult within arm’s length must accompany any
child who cannot pass the swim test and who is not tall enough to
touch the pool bottom in the shallow end regardless of whether the
child is using an approved flotation device. The use of swimming
aids does not replace adult supervision and may result in a false
sense of security.

3. Lifeguards shall restrict all other non-proficient swimmers or
patrons with questionable swimming skills to pool areas where the
water depth is shoulder level or less when flat-footed. Lifeguards
may ask such patrons who attempt to swim in deep water to pass a
swim test.
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g. Guards may refuse pool admission to any patron who appears to have
skin diseases, any communicable disease, open sores, excessive
sunburn, infection of the eyes, etc.

h. Guards shall refuse pool admission to any patron who appears
intoxicated or under the influence of drugs.

i. All patrons will take a cleansing shower prior to entering the water.

2.  SWIMMING ATTIRE
a. Swimmers must wear swimming suits.  DHOA prohibits improvised

swimwear such as cutoffs, boxers, etc.
b. Guards will permit a non-swimming individual to wear street clothes only

when accompanying a swimming child.
c. Non-toilet-trained individuals must wear swimsuit diapers or tight-fitting

rubber pants over diapers while swimming in the pools. Patrons must
use the bathhouse facilities whenever changing or disposing of
diapers.

3.  WADING POOL: Scheduled to open with the health department approval.

4. DIVING BOARD USE
a. Swimmers may not hang from the diving board.
b. Only one individual may enter and use the diving board at a time.
c. No flips are allowed. Guards will limit divers to no more than two bounces

on the board at any one time.
d. After using the diving board, a swimmer must exit the diving well

immediately.  
e. The diving well area of the pool is for diving from the board only. The

guards will permit swimming in the diving well only when they close the
diving board to all users. The guards will first obstruct access to the
diving board before any patron may use the diving well for swimming.

f. Diving board specifications limit the use of the board to individuals
weighing no greater than two hundred fifty (250) pounds.

g. The guards may close the diving board if patrons are using it
inappropriately.  

5. NON-PERMITTED ACTIVITIES OR ITEMS AT ALL TIMES
a. Weapons
b. Running, pushing, rough play, unruly behavior, lewd acts, or any other

objectionable personal conduct
c. Foul or profane language
d. Intoxicants or drugs. The guards shall notify the Sheriff’s Office of any

patron observed with illegal drugs
e. Tobacco products or chewing gum
f. Smoking within 50 feet of the Rec Center building or pool fence.
g. Alcoholic beverages
h. Glass containers
i. Loitering at the front desk; only pool and DHOA management and staff

may enter the areas behind the front desk
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j. Eating or drinking except in designated areas
k. The misuse of poolside equipment
l. Music playing except when using headphones
m. Skateboards, wheeled vehicles, or wheeled objects, except for

wheelchairs, strollers, or infant carriers
n. Flippers and snorkels
o. Use of hard sports balls in and around the pool
p. Animals, except for service animals

7.  POOL SCHEDULING AND PATRON USE OF THE FACILITY
a. When a guard blows a whistle and announces a 15-minute rest period,

everyone under eighteen (18) years of age must exit the pool. Adults may
now swim alone or may bring up to two children (only under the age of 5)
into the main pool. However, the adult must always remain within arm’s
reach of these children.

b. The pool manager or assistant manager possesses the authority to close
the pool due to weather conditions, mechanical failure, or any emergency.

c. Prior to the pool closing time, the lifeguard will give pool patrons an
audible ten-minute warning. All patrons must exit the water and
deck no later than closing time.

d. Patrons are responsible for cleaning up after themselves.
e. Patrons may use poolside equipment such as tables or chairs on a first

come/first serve basis and may not leave equipment unused for extended
periods of time while a demand exists for such use by other patrons.

f. Patrons may not enter the filter room or use the lifeguard stand.

8. LIMITATION OF RISKS
a. All individuals who use the pool do so at their own risk. Neither the DHOA

nor the pool management company is responsible for any injury or
accident connected with pool use.  

b. DHOA is not responsible for loss of personal property. DHOA will donate
to charity any unclaimed belongings with no form of identification at the
end of the summer. Patrons are responsible for their personal belongings.

9.  ENFORCEMENT POLICY
a. Any individual who violates any of the above rules, has been repeatedly

rude, argumentative, destructive, or who has disrupted the normal routine
of the pool may be subject to the following disciplinary protocol:

1. First offense/warning: Non-use of the pool facilities for two hour
2. Second offense/warning: Non-use of the pool facilities for 2

consecutive days
3. Third offense/warning: Non-use of the pool facilities for 10

consecutive days
4. Final offense/warning: Suspension of the pool pass for the

season

b. All pool patrons in violation of rule (1e) are responsible for all expenses
incurred to remedy the situation that includes, but not limited to, additional
wages of the guards for their time, fines, and other reasonable fees.

c. Guards will refer serious or repeated violators to the DHOA Board of
Directors (BOD). The BOD may suspend or terminate pool membership
or guest privileges of the alleged violator even if the alleged violator has
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not been previously warned. DHOA will not refund the cost of pool
membership to the alleged violator.

d. All the above rules and authority to enforce the rules apply to all DHOA
property in the vicinity of the pool area, which includes any area that can
be seen from the pool.

e. Rules are subject to change by DHOA Board of Directors. The Board will
post any changes on the guardroom wall and on DHOA website.
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